
Our Newest Designs 

for Cool-Weather Riding!

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
FALL 2022

DOVER SADDLERY® 
ATHENS SWEATER
203716   $135.95

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-athens-sweater/p/X1-203716/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=cover


NEW DOVER SADDLERY® 
HEATBLAST™ LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
Ladies’ 203711 $75.95
Kids’  203721    $65.95

Mesh panels under arms 
for breathability.

Wicks and pulls moisture instantly 
away from skin to keep you dry.

Quick drying fabric exceeds the 
standard industry requirements.
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Heat-regulating fibers keep your 
body temperatures optimal.
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Regulate your body temperature.

Athletic performance is built into every apect of  
our new quarter-zip pullover. Exclusive innovate  
Heatblast® technology keeps you cozy as temps 
drop. Exceptional design provides optimal freedom 
of movement.   

Athletically Inspired  
New Styles
Perfectly designed for 
cool-weather rides

Pantone - 19-1663 TCX

Pantone - 16-1459 TCX

Logo Colors;

Pantone - 14-0957 TCX

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-kids-heatblast-ls-shirt/p/X1-203721/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg1kids
https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-heatblast-ls-shirt/p/X1-203711/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg1ladies


NEW DOVER SADDLERY® 
ADDISON SWEATER
203709   $89.95  

Technical Perfection
Rider-designed for fall layering 

Specifically designed by riders for riders! Expertly 
tailored for equestrian sport, this sweater is 
completely cool in every possible way. Soft, 
lightweight and textural Coolmax® knit ensures  
airy breathability while wicking away moisture! 

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-addison-sweater/p/X1-203709/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg2


Classic  
Performance
A favorite Donegal knit 
designed for fall riding

NEW DOVER SADDLERY® 
DIANA SWEATER
203715   $125.95 

Our exclusive new design is destined to become a 
cool-weather classic. Made in an organic cotton/ 
wool blend that naturally regulates core temperature,  
provides breathability and wicks away moisture. Side 
panels and split hem for in-saddle ease.

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-diana-sweater/p/X1-203715/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg3


A Perfect Pairing
Performance partnered  

with comfort 

NEW DOVER SADDLERY® 
LADIES’ WILNA  
LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
203714   $72.95  

Teams beautifully with breeches or jeans! Our 
textural activewear Henley is made of a super-soft 
pigment-dyed waffle knit with a hint of stretch for 
ease and movement. Finished with sporty contrast 
placket and cuffs and a rounded hem that stays 
neatly tucked. 

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-wilna-ls-shirt/p/X1-203714/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg4


Ride Comfortably   
into Fall
Your new go-to pullover 
for the season is right here!

NEW DOVER SADDLERY® 
ATHENS SWEATER
203716   $135.95

We’ve got you covered for cool rides with this warm 
activewear pullover. Crafted with an intriguing 
mix of textural and sleek featuring cable-knit 
sleeves and sides mixed with a smooth wind- and 
water-resistant insulated body and hood. 

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-athens-sweater/p/X1-203716/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg5


Warmth that won’t weigh you down! Our technical 
thermo pullover with DWR finish that repels stains. 
60 grams of PrimaLoft® insulation in the hood and 
80 grams throughout the body keeps the cold at 
bay. Substantial and stretchy piqué knit sides and 
sleeves for the freedom of movement you need! Designed for Athletes!

Created by riders who are also  
in the saddle all season long   

NEW STRIDE™ THERMO 
PULLOVER JACKET
401337   $149.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/stride-thermo-pullover-jacket/p/X1-401337/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg6


Get into Your Stride
A technical top that exceeds 
your in-the-saddle demands

NEW STRIDE™ CHALLENGE  
LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
203704   $89.95  

Challenge yourself to ride in any weather! This 
long-sleeve performance shirt is made of a soft 
merino wool/recycled poly blend. The technical 
activewear fabric pulls moisture away from the 
skin, regulates temperature and delivers optimal 
resiliency and stretch.  

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/stride-challenge-ls-shirt/p/X1-203704/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg7


NEW RIDING SPORT™ LANCASTER  
SHERPA-LINED FLANNEL HOODIE
203332   $55.95

For the Barn & Beyond
A versatile layer for all  
your cold-weather outings 

A hardworking design that doubles as a zip-up jacket 
for cool days and a snuggly layer on frigid ones. Soft, 
durable flannel outer in updated plaid over a plush 
Sherpa fleece lining. Keep this one handy, you’ll reach 
for it every time you head out the door!

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

™

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rs-lancaster-sherpa-fnnl-hoody/p/X1-203332/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg8


EXCLUSIVELY OURS

NEW NOBLE 
EQUESTRIAN™  
SHANNON 
SHACKET  
203730 $175.95

The perfect cool-weather solutions for working in 
the barn. Our durable water-resistant fabric lets 
water bead up and roll right off. Soft and gently 
broken-in, these midweight essentials are made of 
lightly distressed sueded canvas that is also stain- 
and slobber-resistant – ideal for life with horses! 

Hardworking Essentials
Practical pieces specially  
made for working in the barn

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

NEW NOBLE 
EQUESTRIAN™  
SHANNON 
VEST  
401347 $165.95

https://www.doversaddlery.com/noble-shannon-shacket/p/X1-203730/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg9shacket
https://www.doversaddlery.com/noble-shannon-vest/p/X1-401347/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg9vest


An enduring quarter-zip classic perfectly polished 
for formal lessons and clinics, actively designed for 
your in-saddle workouts. Made of soft stretch jersey 
that moves as you do with Moisture Movement 
Technology™ to wick away perspiration. Athletic 
panel construction provides a flattering fit. 

NEW ARIAT® LOWELL 2.0 
QUARTER-ZIP BASE LAYER

Solid Mulberry, four leaf clover.  
203550   $59.95 

Print Black bit print.     
203551   $69.95  

Active Athleticism
Flattering & functional tops 

 for busy training days 

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ariat-lowell-20-14-zip-solid/p/X1-203550/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg10solid
https://www.doversaddlery.com/ariat-lowell-20-14-zip-print/p/X1-203551/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg10print


Pretty Technical
Designed with elegant styling
Perfect for schooling or pre-show, this sophisticated 
classic supports your athleticism with patented 37.5 
thermoregulation technical fabric that helps manage 
your core temperature, increase stamina and achieve 
peak performance. UPF 50 sun protection. Pretty 
printed mesh under sleeves enhances breathability.

NEW R.J. CLASSICS 37.5® 
LONG-SLEEVE ELLA 
TRAINING SHIRT
203614   $89.00

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rjc-ella-375-ls-training-shrt/p/X1-203614/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg11


Peak Performance
With elegant functionality

Exclusively from Dover Saddlery, this flattering 
classic is beautifully designed  for show schooling. 
Patented 37.5 thermoregulation technical fabric 
helps manage your core temperature, increase 
stamina and achieve peak performance. UPF 50 
sun protection. Pretty printed mesh under the 
sleeves enhances breathability.

NEW R.J. CLASSICS 37.5® 
LONG-SLEEVE LYLA 
TRAINING SHIRT
203616   $89.00

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rjc-lyla-375-ls-shirt/p/X1-203616/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg12


New Season,  
New Styles

Discover everything 
colorful, comfortable 
& flattering for fall

Add a new breech to your line-up in fresh colors for 
fall! Premium quick-dry fabric with built-in stretch 
feels amazing and provides both sculpting and cov-
erage. Premium Clarino™ knee patches are naturally 
supple, breathable and abrasion-resistant; mesh lower 
leg panels fit smoothly inside boots. 

NEW R.J. CLASSICS GULF 
NATURAL RISE FRONT-ZIP 
KNEE-PATCH BREECH
351431   $175.00

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rjc-gulf-ntrl-rise-frnt-zip/p/X1-351431A/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg13


Technical Skills
Innovative fabric technology 
Destined to be a new cool-weather favorite! 
Designed in current prints with slimming solid side 
panels. Lightweight, breathable, four-way stretch 
technical knit has a super-soft microfleece interior 
for core warmth. The smooth exterior sheds hay, 
horsehair and dirt. Flat-seam construction for 
movement and easy layering.

NEW KERRITS® UP TEMPO 
FLEECE TECH TOP
203606   $74.00

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/kerrits-up-tempo-flc-tech-top/p/X1-203606/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg14


A new forever favorite exceptionally engineered for 
your complete comfort in daily training! So comfy 
and practical it checks all the boxes. In soft, stretchy 
fabric with a brushed interior surface that delivers 
light insulating warmth next to your skin. One you’ll 
slip on for everyday wear as well!

NEW SCHOCKEMÖHLE 
WINTER PAGE SHIRT
203661   $80.00

Sophisticated activewear 
engineered for fit & comfort 

European Elegance

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/schckmhle-winter-page-ls-shirt/p/X1-203661/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg15


Pretty & Practical
Fashionable print and  

flattering fit for fall
Highlighted by a beautiful botanical print, this sporty 
pullover is designed with performance features for 
champion workouts and rides. Lightweight, four-
way stretch fabric with UPF 30 has antibacterial 
properties to prevent odor buildup and mesh inserts 
for cooling airflow. 

NEW KASTEL 
DENMARK FIORI 
LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
203651   $96.00

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW  >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/kastel-fiori-ls-shirt/p/X1-203651/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg16


Active Everyday
Riding staples for every season

Build your young rider’s transitional training 
wardrobe with this versatile base layer top. Soft, 
breathable mid-weight fabric wicks moisture, resists 
clinging and provides stretch. The traditional sporty 
quarter-zip offers a relaxed, ergonomic fit that 
delivers optimal freedom of movement and comfort.

NEW RIDING SPORT™ 
KIDS’ WILTON 
LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
203722   $35.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

™

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rs-kids-wilton-ls-shirt/p/X1-203722/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg17


Kid Tested, 
Rider Approved!
Young riders say  
“Yes!” to the vest

A hardworking stable staple delivering lightweight 
warmth and optimal freedom of movement. The 
resilient microfiber outer maintains its good looks 
as young riders work around the barn; a smooth 
logo-print lining glides easily over base layers.

NEW RIDING SPORT™ 
KIDS’ ANNIE VEST
401344   $55.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

™

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rs-kids-annie-vest/p/X1-401344/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg19


Essential  
Activewear

For athletically inspired  
young riders

Young riders love the comfort of the these essential 
performance pieces! Lightweight fleece top offers 
enhanced comfort and stretch for freedom of move-
ment. Moisture-wicking tights keep skin dry, built-in 
stretch they move as she does. Athletically styled with 
roomy side pockets, contrast seaming and grippy 
silicone print knee patches. 

NEW RIDING SPORT™ 
KIDS’ KNEE-PATCH TECH TIGHT
351539   $49.95

NEW RIDING SPORT™ 
KIDS’ COLEBROOK 
FLEECE CREW
203723   $29.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >
SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

™

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rs-kids-kp-tech-tight/p/X1-351539/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg19
https://www.doversaddlery.com/rs-kids-colebrook-fleece-crew/p/X1-203723/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg19


Riding Staples  
for the season
Two-tone designs with  
midweight warmth

A toasty fun-fleece layer for cool-weather riding 
or barn work. This performance-driven pullover 
delivers cozy warmth as a top layer or under a 
jacket. Traditionally styled with an easy-snap  
placket, relaxed fit for layering and roomy  
handwarmer pockets for stashing horse treats.  

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

™

NEW RIDING SPORT™ 
KIDS’ FREEMONT FLEECE
203724   $49.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rs-kids-freemont-fleece/p/X1-203724/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg20


Top-to-Bottom  
Workout Wear 

Tested & approved  
by real riders!

These classic youth activewear pieces deliver cozy 
defense against the cold. Quilted Bethany Jacket 
has water-resistant outer and 160 grams of poly 
fill insulation, two-way zip and removable hood. 
Midweight stretch tights have a smooth matte outer 
and insulating plush fleece inner lining, silicone print 
knee patches for in-saddle stability and grip bottoms 
for in-boot comfort. 

NEW RIDING SPORT™ KIDS’ 
WINTER KNEE-PATCH TECH TIGHTS
351522   $59.95

NEW RIDING SPORT™ 
KIDS’ BETHANY 
JACKET
401351   $69.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

™

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rs-tech-winter-kids-kp-tight/p/X1-351522/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg20
https://www.doversaddlery.com/rs-yr-bethany-jacket/p/X1-401351/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg20


Cozy Up to Fall
With equestrian-styled warm-ups 
Highlighted by an exclusive galloping-horse print 
and featuring a cozy plush interior, this versatile 
all-purpose hoodie is perfect for cool weather rides 
and stable work. Matte-exterior mid-weight stretch 
fleece won’t collect hay or horsehair. The cozy hood 
and handwarmer pockets chase away chills. 

NEW KERRITS® KIDS’ HORSE SENSE PRINT FLEECE HOODIE
203612   $84.00

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/kerrits-kids-hrs-sns-hoodie-pr/p/X1-203612/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg22


CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
FALL 2022

DOVER SADDLERY® 
LADIES’ BRISTOL JACKET
401065   $229.95

DOVER SADDLERY® 
LADIES’ FRANCONIA PARKA
401067   $229.95

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW > SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-franconia-parka/p/X1-401067/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=backcover
https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-bristol-jacket/p/X1-401065/?utm_source=lbfall22&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=backcover



